Mariner
Looks at
Mars
Mariner 9, launched at Cape Kennedy on May 30,1971,
went into orbit around Mars on November 13. It is the
first spacecraft to orbit another planet.
For at least 90 days Mariner 9 will circle Mars about
twice a day, swinging in as close as 862 miles and out
almost 11,000 miles. The mission, which is being managed
for National Aeronautics and Space Administration by
Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, will map about
70 percent of the surface of Mars. The composition,
density, pressure, and temperature of the atmosphere
will be studied-as will the structure, temperature, and
composition of the surface. And data will be obtained on
the changes in the planet's surface markings.
The Mariner 9 mission will provide much more data
than all previous planetary missions combined.
In 90 days the spacecraft cameras will take more than
5,000 photographs of the Martian surface. Though a
violent dust storm was still obscuring much of the planet
through the month of December, some of the early
pictures received from Mariner 9 were surprisingly clear
-and clearly historic.

An oblique view of the crater complex near Ascraeus Lacus
in the Tharsis region of Mars. This is the northernmost of the
prominent dark spots observed by Manner during its approach
t o the planet. The spot consists of several intersecting shallow
craier-Like depressions. The main eraser is op rwimaiely 21
kilometers (13 miles) across, the whole compf& about 40 k~lometers (25 miles) across. The crater probably is in a relatively high
area of the Martian surface, which accounts for its being visible
above the dust storm. The faint circular features outside the
crater are probably atmospheric.

N i x Olympica (Snows of Olympus). I n pictures taken early in
the Mariner 9 mission, this region skows a dark mountain
standing above the Martian dust storm. This higher-resolution
photograph shows that the area contains a complex crater nearly
64 kilometers (40 miles) in diameter. The multiple crurer form H it11
scalloped margins is characteristic of calderas-volcanic collapse
de~ressionson Earth. I n the Mariner 6 and 7 fliditx in 1969.
anouter ring, 1600 kilometers(1000 miles) indiameter, w i s e e n .
I t is hidden by the dust in this oblique picture. Earth-based
radar observations show that this is a high region on Mars and is
usually covered by a white cloud n'hen observed telescopicalfy.
The picture was taken on November 27.
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meters (9,123 miles). Phobos has
dzflerent tilt to the spacecraft's hig
resolution television camera in the
two views.
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